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ABSTRACT

1

Different techniques have been recommended to detect fraudulent
responses in online surveys, but little research has been taken
to systematically test the extent to which they actually work in
practice. In this paper, we conduct an empirical evaluation of 22 antifraud tests in two complementary online surveys. The first survey
recruits Rust programmers on public online forums and social media
networks. We find that fraudulent respondents involve both bot
and human characteristics. Among different anti-fraud tests, those
designed based on domain knowledge are the most effective. By
combining individual tests, we can achieve a detection performance
as good as commercial techniques while making the results more
explainable. To explore these tests under a broader context, we ran a
different survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). The results
show that for a generic survey without requiring users to have any
domain knowledge, it is more difficult to distinguish fraudulent
responses. However, a subset of tests still remain effective.

Surveys, as a form of user study, are widely used by psychologists,
sociologists, and also computer scientists to understand humans’
attitudes and analyze their behaviors [42]. Today, many surveys
are conducted on the Internet (i.e., online surveys) for the purposes
of quickly accessing a large number of qualified participants and
significantly reducing the overhead of data collection [9, 16].
Despite such benefits, online surveys are conducted over the
open Internet where enforcing controls is difficult. Inevitably, online surveys can be easily overwhelmed by fraudulent responses,
including responses submitted from ineligible or inattentive participants [8, 54], and those automatically generated by bots [25, 43].
Fraudulent responses not only waste surveys’ compensation but
also pollute the survey data and can even distort the surveyors’
conclusions [14, 15]. As such, systematic methods are needed to
detect fraudulent responses to ensure online surveys’ quality.
Existing techniques against fraudulent responses can be roughly
categorized into up-front tests and post-hoc tests. Up-front tests
(e.g., CAPTCHAs [50, 51]) aim to differentiate automated bots from
human beings and prevent bots from submitting responses. Posthoc tests inspect collected responses and filter out redundant responses submitted from the same participants [25] and low-quality
responses from inattentive or ineligible participants [29, 47, 48].
Unfortunately, today’s bots are increasingly sophisticated. For
example, using deep learning models, there is a possibility for bots
to solve difficult CAPTCHAs [44], and even perform Natural Language Processing (NLP) to parse and answer questions [11, 40]. In
the meantime, human behaviors on the Internet are also dynamically changing. For example, with the increasing awareness of
privacy, web users may use privacy-preserving tools (e.g., private
browsing [22], Tor [39], VPNs [12]), which can make it challenging to verify users’ identity/authenticity during online surveys. To
these ends, it is unclear whether existing techniques are still sufficient to ensure survey data’s quality, and there is an urgent need
to perform an empirical assessment.
In this paper, we systematically evaluate 22 individual tests for
fraudulent responses. Some of the tests are provided by commercial
tools [18, 31, 32, 36, 49], while others are designed by us through
referring to previous literature [4, 33, 35]. We perform two surveys
on Qualtrics to examine those tests. The first survey recruits participants of particular expertise (i.e., Rust programming) on public
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forums (the Rust survey), while the second survey recruits participants on Amazon Mechanical Turks (MTurk) [37] (the MTurk
survey) and does not pose any particular requirements on participants. The two surveys complement each other well by covering
the two most popular recruiting methods of online surveys and
two types of background requirements on participants. In the end,
we collect 289 and 162 complete responses for the two surveys
respectively. We differentiate valid responses that either provide
meaningful information or genuinely attempt to do so from invalid
ones. We solely rely on answers to open-ended questions to make
our labeling independent from the evaluated tests.
For the Rust survey, we use three steps to inspect the 50 valid
responses and 239 invalid responses. We first compute the precision
and recall for the 22 tests to understand their effectiveness. We then
examine our collected behavioral data (e.g., response time) to figure
out the nature of the respondents’ activities (e.g., automated bot
behaviors, human interventions). In the end, we combine multiple
individual tests to construct ensemble tests and push the limits of
fraudulent response detection. We find that 1) tests based on domain
knowledge achieve the best effectiveness; 2) both attention checks
and consistency checks need to be better designed to avoid potential
false alarms; 3) combining simple technical tests can achieve a
detection performance as good as commercial techniques and also
generate more explainable results; and 4) the activities of fraudulent
respondents involve both bot and human characteristics.
The MTurk survey targets general Internet users (without requiring domain knowledge) and has a different recruiting method. It is
designed to validate the findings of the Rust survey. While MTurk’s
built-in mechanisms (e.g., account registration, worker ID system)
help to reduce the participation of bots, we find it is more difficult to
distinguish fraudulent human users from automated bots without
domain-knowledge based questions. Nevertheless, a subset of tests
remain effective, such as browser fingerprints (to detect multiple
MTurk accounts controlled by the same person), VPN analysis (to
detect people who want bypass location restrictions), and attention
and consistency checks.
Overall, our systematic evaluation reveals how fraudulent respondents behave and the effectiveness of different fraud detection
tests, all of which can benefit survey designers, data analyzers,
fraud detection researchers, and survey platform providers.
In summary, this paper makes the following key contributions:
• We perform a systematic evaluation on a large collection of
anti-fraud tests for online surveys and reveal their strengths
and weaknesses.
• We conduct head-to-head comparisons on respondents hired
through two recruiting methods and demonstrate their characteristics.
• We present ten findings that can benefit future survey designers and survey data analyzers.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Fraudulent Responses of Online Surveys. Due to the uncontrolled environment of the Internet, online surveys [9] are subject
to invalid responses from bots and ineligible and inattentive participants. Bots are computer programs that complete online forms
automatically [54]. Ineligible participants are 1) people who do
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not meet the study requirements but wish to obtain the study’s
compensation; or 2) eligible people who submit responses multiple
times. Inattentive participants may be eligible for the study, but
they complete the study quickly without attending to the questions
or responding thoughtfully.
Anti-Fraud Techniques. Existing anti-fraud techniques can be
applied to detect fraudulent responses for online surveys. These
techniques can be classified into up-front and post-hoc methods.
Up-front methods such as CAPTCHAs [50, 51] can be used to prevent bots from accessing online surveys [54]. However, CAPTCHAs
cannot stop ineligible and inattentive participants. Also, recent
studies show that deep learning based models can be used to solve
(some) CAPTCHAs [2, 44]. In addition, bots can be detected by
analyzing browser properties (fingerprinting) [4, 33, 35] or using
interactive challenges [55]. To prevent double submissions, existing
techniques need to use IP/cookies to uniquely identify a respondent,
but fraudulent users/bots can bypass these techniques using VPN
services [17]. Finally, to identify eligible participants, screening
questions are often used before the survey [1, 5, 7, 14, 15].
Post-hoc measures are applied to the obtained results to filter out
invalid responses. In general, those measures can be grouped into
three categories: 1) specially crafted survey questions, including
attention-check questions [29], consistency-check questions [48],
and open-ended questions [47]; 2) analysis of participants’ behaviors, such as survey response time [10, 53] and mouse movement [46]; and 3) analysis of computer information, such as IP
addresses [6] and browser fingerprints [4, 35].
To our best knowledge, no existing work has systematically
evaluated these methods in a holistic setup to empirically compare
their effectiveness.

3

METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

We run an online survey by recruiting Rust programmers on public online forums and social media. Using the survey, we design
and evaluate an extensive collection of measures to distinguish
fraudulent responses. To examine these measures in a broader context, we then run a second survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) [37]. The two surveys were reviewed and approved by our
local IRBs. In the following, we describe the high-level designs of
the two surveys, the detailed tests implemented against fraudulent
participants, and our methodology to label ground truth.

3.1

Two User Studies

Rust Survey. Our main survey is designed to understand Rust programmers’ programming experiences and challenges. Given the
need for recruiting participants with certain technical backgrounds
(i.e., Rust programming experience), we distribute the survey advertisement on two Rust-related subreddits, two Rust forums, and
one author’s Twitter account. The survey contains three phrases.
In Phase 1, we ask about participants’ demographic information
(Phase 1.1) and previous Rust programming experience (Phase 1.2).
We ask an open-ended question about an important Rust concept at
the end of this phase. In Phase 2, we aim to pinpoint the programming challenges of Rust. We ask two open-ended questions in this
phase to understand the impact of the information provided by the
Rust compiler. We show participants two versions of compiler error
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Table 1: Evaluation of Anti-Fraud Tests. Test10 does not include responses without UIDs. Test15 considers both complete responses and
incomplete responses that block at the reCAPTCHA test. Test16 analyzes both responses where participants are waiting for the pop-up
button and responses where participants click the pop-up button.
Test Information
ID
Test1
Test2
Test3
Test4
Test5
Test6
Test7
Test8
Test9
Test10
Test11
Test12
Test13
Test14
Test15
Test16
Test17
Test18
Test19
Test20
Test21
Test22
Test23
Test24
Test25
Test26
Test27
Test28

Description
UID Missing
Unexpected Referrer
Timezone Mismatch
WebRTC
VirusTotal (IP)
MinFraud (IP)
IPRegistry (IP)
DNSBL (IP)
RelevantID (Fraud)
UID
Cookie
IPAddress
Browser Fingerprint
RelevantID (Duplicate)
reCAPTCHA
Waiting for 5 Seconds
Resolution
Attention Check
Consistency Check
Basic Rust 1
Basic Rust 2
Rust Safety
RelevantID
Test{1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17}
Test{18, 19}
Test{20, 21, 22}
Test{4, 6, 13, 18, 19}
Test{4, 13, 19}

Rust (Section 4)
Category
Redirect Page
Redirect Page
VPN
VPN
Activity History
Activity History
Activity History
Activity History
Activity History
Duplication
Duplication
Duplication
Duplication
Duplication
Automation
Automation
Automation
Psychology
Psychology
Rust Knowledge
Rust Knowledge
Rust Knowledge
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

TP
23
83
63
189
8
190
12
180
111
69
7
34
95
20
8
1
82
187
104
161
195
206
117
117
202
233
235
217

FP
0
1
12
10
2
8
2
35
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
21
4
1
1
11
4
1
23
11
30
13

TN
50
49
38
40
48
42
48
15
48
50
50
50
50
48
50
52
50
29
46
49
49
39
46
49
27
39
20
37

messages for the same programming error, and ask participants to
explain the root cause of the error in the two open-ended questions.
In Phase 3, we ask several post-session questions (e.g., years of
programming experience). We pay each participant $10 for their
participation.
MTurk Survey. We use the second survey to understand how well
our designed anti-fraud tests work under broader contexts. As such,
we intentionally make the second survey different from the first
one. Our second survey is to examine how users perceive fake
social network profiles. In this survey, participants view three social media profiles. Under each profile, participants answer three
questions that reflect their trust towards the profile, one question
about whether they would accept a connection request from the profile, and one open-ended question to describe the reasons for their
decision. After examining three profiles, the participants answer
questions about their demographics and social media experience,
and one last open-ended question about their strategy for assessing
profiles. Since this study does not require participants to have any
technical background, we use Amazon MTurk [37] to recruit participants. We recruit MTurk workers from the U.S. region (for English
speakers) and do not have other restrictions so as to broadly attract
participants. The compensation for each participant is $1.75.

FN
216
156
176
50
231
49
227
59
128
147
232
205
144
219
239
247
157
52
135
78
44
33
122
122
37
6
4
22

3.2

Precision
1.000
0.988
0.840
0.950
0.800
0.960
0.857
0.837
0.982
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.909
0.800
1.000
1.000
0.899
0.963
0.994
0.995
0.949
0.967
0.992
0.898
0.955
0.887
0.943

MTurk (Section 5)
Recall
0.096
0.347
0.264
0.791
0.033
0.795
0.050
0.753
0.464
0.319
0.029
0.142
0.397
0.084
0.032
0.004
0.343
0.782
0.435
0.674
0.816
0.862
0.490
0.490
0.845
0.975
0.983
0.908

TP
0
3
65
112
2
111
0
61
18
2
2
2
41
2
0
3
1
87
32
–
–
–
20
44
94
–
116
115

FP
0
4
18
38
0
38
0
21
12
2
2
2
7
3
0
2
1
18
5
–
–
–
13
12
21
–
41
40

TN
46
42
28
8
46
8
46
25
34
44
39
44
34
43
46
46
45
28
41
–
–
–
33
29
25
–
5
6

FN
116
113
51
4
114
5
116
55
98
114
100
114
62
114
116
116
115
29
84
–
–
–
96
58
22
–
0
1

Precision
–
0.429
0.783
0.747
1.000
0.745
–
0.744
0.600
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.854
0.400
–
0.600
0.500
0.829
0.865
–
–
–
0.606
0.786
0.817
–
0.739
0.742

Recall
0.000
0.026
0.560
0.966
0.017
0.957
0.000
0.526
0.155
0.017
0.020
0.017
0.398
0.017
0.000
0.025
0.009
0.750
0.276
–
–
–
0.172
0.431
0.810
–
1.000
0.991

Anti-Fraud Tests

This section describes our designed tests for distinguishing fraudulent responses from valid responses. Some tests depend on the
information provided by Qualtrics, while others rely on our designed survey questions or embedded JavaScript scripts. Below, we
use the Rust survey as an example to explain the design of these
tests. Similar tests are adapted for the MTurk survey (with minor
differences; see Section 5).
Redirect Page. We build a redirect page for the Rust study, which
contains the URL to the survey on Qualtrics. We post the URL to
the redirect page when recruiting participants. We expect that a
valid respondent visits the redirect page first and then participates
in the survey. We design the survey procedure this way for three
reasons. First, the redirect page shows the paper authors’ affiliation,
and thus it helps participants confirm the survey advertisement
is not a phishing attempt, which is particularly important when
recruiting on public forums. Second, the redirect page assigns each
respondent a unique identifier (UID), which helps detect responses
submitted from the same respondent. Third, we anticipate fraudulent participants may copy the Qualtrics survey link to a bot to
automatically generate invalid responses, and inspecting whether
the referrer field of a response is the redirect page can help detect
such cases. We design two tests (Test1 and Test2 in Table 1) based
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on the redirect page by considering a response invalid if it does not
have a UID or its referrer is not the redirect page.
VPN Detection. Fraudulent participants may use VPNs or proxies to hide their identities. Thus, we design two tests (Test3 and
Test4 in Table 1) to pinpoint possible VPN or proxy usages. Given
a response, Test3 compares the timezone extracted from the participant’s browser with the timezone inferred by the IP address
recorded by Qualtrics. If the two timezones are different, Test3
reports the response as invalid. Test4 compares the IPs leaked by
WebRTC [52] with the IPs recorded by Qualtrics. If a response does
not have a leaked WebRTC IP or its leaked WebRTC IP is different
from its Qualtrics IP, Test4 reports it as invalid.
Activity History. We query four public IP databases [18, 32, 36, 49]
to check whether the IPs recorded by Qualtrics were used to conduct
malicious activities previously and design four tests accordingly
(Test5–8 in Table 1). RelevantID is an online fraud detection service
that can identify unique survey participants using IP addresses,
geo-locations, and browser information [31]. RelevantID computes
fraud scores for survey participants, based on their historical survey
behaviors. We enable RelevantID on Qualtrics and build Test9 by
considering a response invalid if its fraud score is larger than or
equal to 30, a criterion recommended by Qualtrics [41].
Duplication Detection. We design five tests (Test10–14 in Table 1)
to detect duplicated responses submitted by the same participant
by checking UIDs assigned by the redirect page, IPs recorded by
Qualtrics, allocated cookies, browser fingerprints [21] computed
by embedded JavaScript scripts, and duplication scores reported by
RelevantID, respectively. If one response is detected as a duplicate
of another, these tests consider both of the responses as invalid.
Automation Detection. We construct three tests (Test15–17 in
Table 1) to pinpoint (or stop) possible survey bots. Test15 and Test16
are based on survey questions. We set up a reCAPTCHA v2 test [23]
at the end of the Rust survey. Moreover, we require each participant
to wait for five seconds and then click a pop-up button to continue
before the reCAPTCHA test. If an incomplete response terminates
at the reCAPTCHA test or while waiting for the pop-up button, it
is detected as invalid by Test15 or Test16 respectively. We record
participants’ screen resolutions using embedded JavaScript scripts.
If a resolution contains an odd number (e.g., 1364 ∗ 615), Test17
detects the response as invalid, since the response is likely to be
submitted from a bot-used virtual machine.
Attention Check. Attention checks are widely used to exclude
inattentive respondents [29]. We design an attention check (Test18
in Table 1 and Figure 3a in the Appendix C) that first asks which
industry a participant is in and then explicitly instructs the participant to ignore the question and choose the italicized option. If a
response chooses a non-italicized option, we consider it invalid. To
prevent the check from being automatically resolved by Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques, we present the check and
all its options in images. In addition, we present the check to each
participant in one of the three survey phases with equal probability
to examine whether the check’s location impacts its effectiveness.
Consistency Check. Test19 in Table 1 is a consistency check. We
first ask for participants’ occupations in Phase 1 and then ask for
their occupations again in Phase 3 with slightly different wording. If
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a response gives two different answers to the two questions, Test19
detects it as invalid. Figure 3b in Appendix C shows the details.
Rust Knowledge. Domain knowledge can be leveraged to examine
whether respondents are qualified [14]. We design three tests based
on Rust knowledge (Test20–22 in Table 1). We present a simple Rust
program to participants and ask them what the first line and the
second line of the output are for Test20 and Test21 (see Figure 3d
in Appendix C). We prepare two more complex Rust programs for
Test22. One program can be compiled. The other violates Rust’s
grammar and cannot be compiled. Test22 randomly presents one
program to each participant and asks the participant which piece of
Rust grammar is violated or whether the program can be compiled
(see Figure 3d in Appendix C).
Cognitive Performance Measures. We further compare valid and
invalid responses on two cognitive performance measures, response
time (RT) [26] and rating-scale responses [38].
We record how much time a participant spends on each individual page on Qualtrics. We can further compute the time spent
on each phase and on the whole survey based on the per-page
data. Then we can conduct page-, phase-, and survey-level comparisons. Remember that we have different types of questions in
different phases (e.g., Phase 1.1 asks for demographic information,
Phase 2 poses complex technical questions). Thus, response time
in each phase reveals respondents’ characteristics as a function
of knowledge type. Moreover, we design two types of rating-scale
questions, 10-point scales (e.g., self-rated Rust expertise) and 21point scales [27] (e.g., self-rated mental workload), which can help
examine the patterns of respondents’ answers.

3.3

Response Validity Labeling

We collected responses for the Rust survey from September 22,
2021 to October 5, 2021 and got 289 complete and 420 incomplete
responses. We conducted the MTurk survey from October 6, 2021 to
October 20, 2021 and got 162 complete and 63 incomplete responses.
We manually review the answers to open-ended questions to
decide the responses’ ground-truth labels (i.e., valid or not), without referring to the techniques discussed in the previous section.
Specifically, we define a response as invalid if it does not provide
meaningful information in its answer an open-ended question and
does not show a genuine attempt to do so. In other words, it is fine
for a valid response to give an imperfect answer, but we expect that
the answer is relevant to the question and is not copied from other
submissions or sources.
Rust Survey. We design four detailed labeling criteria (see Appendix A) to decide whether a response is valid or invalid. Following
these criteria, two paper authors first label each response individually. Then, they discuss their labeling choices and settle down
each label through multiple rounds of discussion. Eventually, the
two authors identify 50 valid responses and 239 invalid responses
among the 289 complete responses. Appendix A provides more
details.
MTurk Survey. Two paper authors follow similar (not exactly the
same) criteria to examine open-ended question answers in the
MTurk survey independently. Then another paper author resolves
inconsistent decisions. In total, we identify 46 out of the 162 complete responses as valid and label the remaining 116 as invalid.
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4

RESULTS: RUST SURVEY

This section evaluates the anti-fault tests and compares valid and
invalid responses on response time and rating-scale responses.

4.1

Observed Useful Tests

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the tests described in Section 3.2. If a response is labeled as invalid following the methodology
in Section 3.3 and is also reported as invalid by a test, we count it as
a true positive (TP) for that test. We count or compute other metrics
in Table 1 accordingly. Overall, many individual tests (Test1–22)
can achieve a high precision (>90%), but none of them have a high
recall. However, two ensemble tests (Test26 and Test28) have a high
precision and a high recall simultaneously (both >90%).
Redirect Page. As pinpointed by Test1 in Table 1, 23 responses do
not have a UID and all of those are invalid responses (TPs). Since
the UID is the last component of the URL to our Qualtrics survey,
we anticipate fraudulent respondents submit the invalid responses
using copied URLs and the URLs’ UID parts are not (fully) copied.
Eighty-four responses do not have an HTTP referrer header and
thus are reported as invalid by Test2, including 83 true positives
and one false positive. There are two possible reasons why the
referrer header of a response is empty: 1) the respondent copies the
survey URL to a browser to access the survey, instead of directly
clicking the URL in the redirect page, and 2) the respondent is
privacy-conscious and turns off the referrer feature in her browser,
which is probably the reason of the false positive.
VPN Detection. As shown in Table 1, both Test3 and Test4 identify
many VPN or proxy usages and also demonstrate that legitimate
users may use VPNs or proxies to protect their privacy.
Most (49/67) timezone mismatches pinpointed by Test3 are cases
where the browser timezone is different from the IP timezone, but
both of them are in the same country (most likely the U.S.). For the
remaining 18 mismatches, the browser timezone is in a country
(e.g., China) different from the IP timezone (e.g., the U.S.). This
result shows that the participants are more likely to use VPNs to
hide their identities, but not their nationalities.
Test4 identifies 20 IP mismatches, including 14 invalid responses
and 6 valid responses. Moreover, it detects 179 cases where the
WebRTC protocol is disabled. Among these cases, 175 are invalid
responses and 4 are valid responses. Since the WebRTC protocol is
likely to be turned off by data center firewalls [13], we suspect the
179 responses are submitted from virtual machines in data centers.
Activity History. Among the four IP databases, MinFraud reports
the largest number of true positives (190) and also has the highest
precision (0.960). The IP database on VirusTotal reports the lowest
number of true positives (8) and has the lowest precision (0.033).
Since a public IP address is likely to be shared by many people and
used for malicious activities previously, the four IP databases all
report false positives. The fraud detection functionality of RelevantID (Test9) detects 111 invalid responses and only reports two false
alarms. Its precision is higher than the four IP databases, which is
likely because RelevantID detects fraud in a finer granularity by
considering individual participants, instead of considering users
behind the same IP as the same.
Duplication Detection. The four duplication detection tests designed by us (Test10–13) all report zero false positives, but they
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capture different numbers of true positives. Test13 identifies duplicated responses using browser fingerprints and is the most effective
among the four tests. Collecting browser fingerprints is too invasive for most surveys to conduct, which is why many fraudulent
respondents do not hide their browser fingerprints. Test11 inspects
the cookies used to access the survey. It is the least effective test and
only pinpoints 10 invalid responses, showing that fraudulent respondents may be aware of clearing their browsing histories before
submitting duplicate responses.
The duplication detection of RelevantID (Test14) reports 20 true
positives and two false positives. RelevantID identifies distinct
survey participants relying on many different factors. The two false
positives are likely due to multiple weak factors, instead of a single
strong factor (e.g., IP address, browser fingerprint).
Finding 1: Fraudulent respondents are less likely to hide their browser
fingerprints, compared with their IPs and survey cookies.
Automation Detection. Test15 is the reCAPTCHA test at the end
of the survey. We consider the 10 incomplete responses blocked at
Test15 as detected or prevented by Test15, count all 289 complete
responses as not detected, and ignore the remaining incomplete
responses that terminate earlier than the reCAPTCHA test. In total,
Test15 successfully prevents 8 invalid survey submissions. When
networking conditions are bad, the picture selection stage of reCAPTCHA may not appear, which is probably why Test15 blocks
two legitimate participants from submitting responses and reports
two false positives.
Test16 requires participants to wait for five seconds to proceed.
Similar to Test15, we only consider responses blocked at or passing Test16, and ignore all other responses that stop earlier. Test16
prevents one response, which is indeed an invalid response.
Both Test15 and Test16 can be passed with a certain level of
human intervention. They are at the end of our relatively long
Rust survey. We suspect that responses reaching the end of the
survey involve some human intervention. Thus, most of them (i.e.,
complete responses) can pass Test15 and Test16.
Test17 detects resolutions unlikely to be used by humans (i.e.,
resolutions containing odd numbers). It detects 82 invalid responses
and reports zero false positives.
Finding 2: Invalid complete responses can pass the automation prevention (Test15 and Test16) in the Rust survey, and thus they are likely
to contain human interventions.
Attention Check. The attention check (Test18) detects 187 true
positives, but unfortunately has 21 false alarms. The correct answer
of Test18 is the italicized option “Government”, but Test18 also has
an incorrect option “Information Technology”. 16 out of the 21 false
alarms choose “Information Technology”. Since our expected survey
participants are Rust programmers, it is likely that the participants
of the false alarms indeed work in information technology, and
they do not pay enough attention to our instructions and simply
choose the option that best matches themselves.
As discussed in Section 3.2, each participant randomly takes
Test18 in one of the three survey phases. The numbers of participants conducting Test18 in Phases 1, 2, and 3 are 85, 99, and 105
respectively. The proportion of the participants who answer Test18
correctly in Phase 2 (39%) is significantly higher than the proportions in Phase 1 (24%, 𝑝 = 0.02) and in Phase 3 (21%, 𝑝 = 0.004),
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Figure 1: Response Time Distributions. The two peaks of the
bimodal distribution are highlighted in Figure 1a.

Figure 2: Scale Rating Distributions.

which is likely because Phase 2 is meant to test participants’ Rust
knowledge, so participants are more attentive in this stage.
Consistency Check. Test19 reports 104 true positives and four
false positives, both of which are fewer than Test18. For the four
false positives, the participants choose “Programmer/Software Engineer” to answer the first question of Test19, which matches our
expectations. However, they choose a different option (e.g., “Systems Architect”, “Manager”) to answer the second question. We
anticipate that those participants did not notice we were checking
consistency and thought combining two different options together
could better explain their job duties.
Finding 3: Respondents who spend enough effort on a survey (e.g.,
providing meaningful answers for open-ended questions) can still
make mistakes when answering attention checks or consistency checks.

Finding 5: Combining simple technical tests can deliver a fraud
detection performance as good as a commercial tool, while reporting
more explainable detection results.

Rust Knowledge. As shown in Table 1, Test20–22 identify 161, 195,
and 206 true positives, respectively. The different TP numbers can
be explained by the different difficulty levels of the tests. Test20
asks participants to select which letter is the output, while Test21
requires participants to pinpoint which string is the output. Test21
is more difficult and thus detects more invalid responses. Participants can answer Test20 and Test21 using their knowledge of other
programming languages. However, Test22 concerns Rust’s unique
safety rules and requires Rust knowledge. Thus, it captures the
most invalid responses. In Test22, we randomly present one of two
Rust programs to each participant. We compare the two programs’
precision and recall and do not find any significant difference.
Ensemble. We design six ensemble tests to combine the results
of individual tests. If one individual test considers a response is
invalid, then the ensemble test also detects the response as invalid.
As shown in Table 1, four ensemble tests have a precision larger
than 0.9, and two ensemble tests (Test26 and Test28) have a precision and a recall both larger than 0.9. Test26 combines the three
Rust-knowledge tests, and its high precision and recall demonstrate
the effectiveness of domain knowledge in pinpointing fraudulent
responses. Test28 combines two technical tests (Test4 and Test13)
and the consistency check. Although both its precision and recall
are larger than 0.9, they are smaller than the precision and the recall
of Test26. Test24 has a slightly higher precision than Test23 and
the same recall as Test23, showing that combining simple technical
tests can achieve a detection performance as good as a commercial
technique (i.e., RelevantID). However, RelevantID is largely a black
box, and it is easier to interpret Test24’s detection results.
Finding 4: Domain knowledge is most effective in detecting fraudulent responses, while combining technical tests with psychological
tests can also achieve good results.

4.2

Cognitive Performance Measures

We measure valid responses and invalid responses in terms of the
time spent on each page, each survey phase, and the whole survey,
and their choices on all rating-scale questions. Tables 2, 3, and 4 in
Appendix B show the details. Due to the limited space, this section
only presents critical findings and two case studies.
Response Time. We first check the time spent on each phase and
the whole survey. Statistical t tests show that valid respondents
spend more time on the whole survey and Phase 2 (𝛼 = .05). This
is expected, since Phase 2 contains difficult technical questions and
valid respondents need time to think.
We then examine the response-time histograms. As shown by
the blue bars in Figure 1a, the response time on the whole survey
is skewed to the right for valid respondents, which is in agreement
with a previous study [34]. Interestingly, the distribution of invalid
respondents is bimodal (red circles in Figure 1a), suggesting a possible combination of two different respondent groups (e.g., two
groups with different levels of automation).
Figure 1b shows the response-time distributions for Phase 1.1.
Unlike the previous distribution, the response time of valid respondents is not skewed to the right. One possible reason for this is that
the demographic questions in Phase 1.1 are routine questions and
thus take minimal effort from valid participants. Instead, invalid
respondents show more spread out toward longer response time,
indicating some automated bots are used to generate answers, since
bots are less sensitive to questions’ difficulties.
Finding 6: Response time distributions can help differentiate valid
respondents from invalid respondents, and valid respondents are more
sensitive to questions’ difficulties.
Rating-scale Responses. Figures 2a and 2b show the distributions
of the successful and frustration measures of the NASA Task Load
Index (TLX) [28]. Valid respondents show opposite patterns on
the two contrasting questions, revealing an implicit consistency.
However, invalid respondents show similar central tendencies on
the two figures with scores primarily falling between 11 and 14. A
previous study showed that automated bot responses for scale ratings are uniform [10]. Thus, the central tendency indicates a certain
amount of human intervention in answering those questions.
Finding 7: Invalid responses show a central tendency in making
rating scale selections, which can potentially help separate them from
valid responses.
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Case Studies. We identify 44 invalid responses submitted with
the same UID. We carefully inspect these responses to understand
whether they are submitted by a bot or a human being. On one
hand, the responses have the same screen resolution 1364 × 615,
which is an uncommon resolution for a physical monitor. Moreover,
all of them answer open-ended questions with one single word
(“secret”), which could be easily synthesized by a bot. In addition,
these responses spend a significantly longer time (38.7s) solving
the reCAPTCHA test than valid responses (8.9s, 𝑝 < 0.001). These
observations demonstrate the characteristics of bot responses.
On the other hand, 20 out of the 44 invalid responses pass the
consistency check. Moreover, the survey times of the responses
do not overlap with each other. All of them are submitted in two
nine-hour time windows. Both time windows start at the same time
on two consecutive days. It seems that a human working for nine
hours is responsible for the responses.
We notice another invalid response that conducts 36 mouse
clicks in 0.001 seconds and performs more than one hundred clicks
on five survey pages, which is a clear symptom of bot behaviors.
This response uses “na” to answer all open-ended questions. It is
detected by the attention check, but it passes the consistency check
and the reCPATCHA test.
Finding 8: Some invalid responses show the characteristics of both
bots and human beings, and they are likely to be generated by hybridizing automated bot programs and human intervention.

5

RESULTS: MTURK SURVEY

Compared to the main study, our second study is more resilient
against fraudulent users/bots by using the crowdsourcing platform
MTurk. First, all MTurk workers need to register accounts at MTurk
(verified by email and credit card information). This immediately
raises the cost for operating a large number of bots. Second, MTurk
has its built-in system to track workers’ performance/reputation
(e.g., number of tasks completed, approval rate) and verify their
locations (e.g., for recruiting users from a given country). Third,
MTurk can enforce that each worker can only take a survey once
(based on worker ID). To these ends, we expect the MTurk results
to be different from the Rust study. For example, we hypothesize
the MTurk survey is more likely to encounter fraudulent human
workers than automated bots.
We have adjusted a few fault tests for our MTurk survey. First,
on the redirect page, since each MTurk worker already has her own
worker ID, we directly use this ID to detect duplicated participation.
Second, for consistency check, we adapt the questions by asking
about each participant’s “most frequently used social network application”. Third, we exclude the knowledge checks since we do not
require the participants to have any domain knowledge.

5.1

Ineffective Tests

As shown in Table 1, we observe that some of the tests are no longer
relevant in comparison with the main study.
First, tests on the redirection page become irrelevant. The UID
(Test1) in this case is the MTurk worker ID, which is always available. Also, we rarely see unexpected referrers (Test2)—the 3 FPs
under this test are users who have an “empty” referrer, likely due
to the “referrer hiding” setting in their browsers.
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Second, duplication-based tests are less effective. This is because
there is no incentive to take the survey twice (as workers will only
get paid once by the MTurk platform). We only find one “valid”
worker who has submitted the survey twice (i.e., the 2 FPs for
Test10, 11, 12, 14). A closer inspection shows the two submissions
have the same worker ID and almost identical answers. We suspect
this participant thought the first submission was unsuccessful and
thus tried again. Interestingly, the browser fingerprint test (Test13)
shows effectiveness, which will be explained later in Section 5.2.
Third, automation-based tests (like reCAPTCHA) are also ineffective (Test15–17). This confirms that we are more likely to encounter
fraudulent human users than automated bots on MTurk.
Finding 9: Using the MTurk platform likely reduces bot participation,
and thus duplication- and automation-based tests are less effective.

5.2

Effective Tests

As shown in Table 1, the effective tests seem to be centered around
three types of fraudulent participants: (1) those who hide/forge
their true residential location, (2) those who control multiple MTurk
accounts to take the survey, and (3) those who are not attentive
during the survey.
First, VPN tests (Test3-4) return a large number of true positives
(65, 112) and also some false positives (18, 38). Recall that our survey
has been restricted to the U.S. region (to attract English speakers).
We find that some participants outside the U.S. have used VPN to
bypass MTurk’s location restrictions. Using WebRTC, we can only
recover the browser IP addresses behind the VPN/proxy addresses
for 13 participants. Five of these participants are located in India,
and the remaining eight are from the U.S.. The false positives are
those who made efforts to answer questions (even though they
connected to our survey via VPNs or proxies). Because of the VPN
usage, the IP related tests (Test5–9) are also affected.
Second, the fingerprint test (Test13) under the duplication category returns surprising results. There are 48 (41 TPs +7 FPs) worker
IDs that contain duplicate fingerprints (16 unique fingerprints).
Based on the worker IDs and unique fingerprints, we group them
into 14 groups1 . On average, we find that each person controls 3.4
accounts. While creating multiple MTurk accounts requires using
different email addresses and credit cards, with these accounts, the
worker can now take a survey multiple times for extra payments.
A further investigation shows that worker IDs within the same
group share the same screen size, operating system, and browser
(but not always the same browser versions). Also, within a group,
submissions do not overlap in time, which means the survey is completed sequentially using the different worker IDs that the person
controls. Most of their answers to open-ended questions are either
very short (1–2 words) or clearly copied from Google search results. The “invalid” answers have a high level of duplication across
multiple accounts from the same person. Note that seven worker
IDs are marked as false positives because they actually made a
reasonable effort to answer the questions. However, such duplicated submissions still contaminated the survey results (i.e., can be
discarded).
1 We

first group these worker IDs into 16 groups based on unique fingerprints. We
then find 3 worker IDs that belong to multiple groups—likely meaning this worker
has switched browsers during the survey. After merging, we have 14 groups.
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Third, tests under the psychology category (Test18 and Test19)
are also effective to reflect the attentiveness of participants. The
results are consistent with those of the main study.
Finally, like the main study, we compare the survey completion
times between valid and invalid participants. Similarly, we find
a significant difference between completion times, with invalid
participants (14.3±1.1 minutes) completing the survey faster than
valid participants (20.4±2.4 minutes, 𝑝 = 0.02).
Finding 10: Browser fingerprints are still effective to detect multiple
accounts controlled by the same users on MTurk; VPN tests can identify
participants that try to bypass location checks, but these tests can
generate false positives.

5.3

Summary of MTurk Results

Overall, the need for account registration and MTurk’s worker
ID system make it costly to run a large number of bots. Instead,
the threat model is shifted from bot detection to fraudulent human
detection. Our analysis shows that fraudulent users tend to use VPN
services to bypass MTurk’s location check, and register multiple
MTurk accounts to take the survey for additional payments.
Compared to the main study, detecting fraudulent participants
in this study is not necessarily easier. This is because the survey is
open to general Internet users and thus the highly effective domain
knowledge questions in the Rust survey are no longer applicable.
Also, bot detection tests do not work well on humans. As such,
we recommend combining several high-performing tests to jointly
filter out invalid responses. As shown in Table 1, the two different ensembles (Test27–28) are quite effective. Combining WebRTC
(Test4), MinFraud (Test6), browser fingerprinting (Test13), and psychology tests (Test18–19) achieves a 0.739 precision and a 1.000
recall. As discussed in Section 5.2, the precision is affected by the
false positives—many of whom have lied about their location or
submitted duplicated answers (using different worker IDs), which
makes their answers less valuable.

6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Detecting and preventing invalid responses in online surveys is a
critical challenge. We systematically evaluate the effectiveness of 22
individual tests in preventing and detecting fraudulent responses
across two different online surveys, one requiring domain knowledge published on online forums and the other without expertise
requirements on Amazon MTurk. We label the responses based on
answers to open-ended questions and evaluate the effectiveness of
each test based on precision and recall. To characterize respondents’
behaviors, we also examine their cognitive performance measures
(e.g., response time). The results indicate that each test itself is
not sufficient, yet tests based on domain knowledge show the best
performance. We then propose ensembles that combine tests and
cognitive performance measures in case studies. The combined tests
result in a better performance that is comparable to commercial
techniques. Moreover, the complementary evaluation with tests
and response time distributions reveals the presence of both bot
respondents and invalid human respondents, and both bot behavior
and human behavior in individual invalid responses.
Additional information about respondents through measuring
their behavior (e.g., response time) sheds light on the characteristics
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of human cognitive origin [19, 45], but the automated nature of
bots [20] requires more nuanced fraudulent detection strategies.
For example, researchers could consider a phase-wise survey design, in which each phase consists of questions of the same type
(i.e., general or domain-specific). In this case, a post-hoc analysis
could be conducted to detect different behavior (bot vs. human) at
question-, phase-, and survey-levels.
Our results show that there is no perfect strategy for preventing
and detecting invalid respondents for online surveys. Given the
limitation of individual tests, it is imperative that researchers use
test ensembles or complementary methods. During survey design,
candidate methods should be evaluated based on the research goals
(e.g., domain knowledge required or not) and the balance of preventing/excluding invalid respondents and deterring valid respondents
(e.g., whether to use multiple attention checks).
Limitations. Several threats to internal validity exist. The groundtruth labeling is done by manual coding of open-ended question
answers to be independent from studied tests. We could make mistakes in such a process, affecting the results. Also, we do not think
this methodology is the best way to gauge the validity of survey
responses and recommend considering more factors to filter out invalid responses in real user studies. Moreover, Finding 2 suggests a
respondent passing automation detection indicates possible human
intervention, but recent studies [30, 44] find automated tools with
AI techniques can bypass automation detection products.
There are threats to external validity. Although we explicitly
allowed invalid responses, e.g., publishing the survey link on social media and removing MTurk worker restrictions, the invalid
respondents in both surveys (Rust: 239; MTurk: 116) may not be
representative of the population of invalid respondents. For example, the invalid human respondents for the Rust survey probably
have programming backgrounds since we posted the survey mainly
on Rust relevant forums. Thus, the test results and cognitive performance measures may reveal the characteristics of respondents
with particular expertise. Nonetheless, we believe the two surveys
provide a meaningful probe into preventing invalid responses.
Some of the tests use respondents’ information through the computer and Internet, e.g., IP addresses. The collection and use of such
information preclude the surveys from being anonymous. However,
the purpose of our work is to inform effective invalid response
detection, which is justified. We also discussed the data collection
with each local IRB, and each study received an exemption for IRB
review. Finally, we obtained respondents’ informed consent at the
very beginning of the survey, in which we explicitly describe our
research purposes and our data collection.
Adaptive Countermeasures. If adversaries become aware of our
tests, they can make adaptations. For instance, both bots and fraudulent humans may use privacy-preserving tools to prevent fingerprinting scripts or produce fake fingerprints [3, 24]. Also, advanced
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) models and NLP tools can
be used to recognize and process text in images to pass attention
checks. As this cat-and-mouse game evolves, we believe that basic
anti-fraud techniques are still necessary to filter out low-quality,
high-volume bot traffic. In the meantime, future work can look
into how to design tests around domain knowledge and human
cognition to stay robust against advanced fraudulent entities.
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APPENDICES
A LABELING CRITERIA
Rust Survey. The survey contains three open-ended questions.
• Q1: “Usually one object is owned by one owner. What issues is
this mechanism designed to solve?”
• Q2: “In your own words, please explain the above compiler error.
Critically, please describe how the safety rule is violated, e.g.,
what program control constructs and data structures are involved,
how the safety rule is applied to the context, and why the Rust
compiler highlights some code.”
• Q3 is the same as Q2, but it is asked after showing participants
an enhanced version of compiler error messages.
We label a response of the Rust survey as invalid if it satisfies
one of the following four criteria: 1 it has an answer irrelevant to
the open-ended question, while the escaping answers (e.g., “I don’t
know”) are considered relevant; 2 it has an answer copied from
other Internet sources (e.g., Google search); 3 all its answers are
escaping answers; or 4 it has an answer that has more than ten
words and is identical to another answer within the same (or in a
different) response.
For criterion 1 , answers to Q1 matching it include those that do
not mention any of “memory management/memory safety/use after
free/double free”, and answers to Q2 (or Q3) matching it include
those not discussing the provided compilation error or the related
code snippets.
For criterion 2 , we identify an answer to Q3 that is directly
copied from an irrelevant Stack Overflow post (Stack Overflow
67042725), which demonstrates an ingenuine effort to fill in the
survey and an obvious violation of our survey requirements (i.e.,
not referring to external sources).
For criterion 4 , we find a sentence with 24 words (“reasons. The
data on the deep copy heap can be time-consuming, and the first
variable needs to be invalidated to avoid secondary release”) that
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appears in the Q1 answers of eight submissions. It is extremely
unlikely for honest participants to independently come up with
the exact same sentence. Instead, this is more likely to be a fraudster using multiple identities to take the survey many times (for
compensation).
In total, we code 150 responses with irrelevant answers (criterion
1 ), five responses with answers copied from the Internet (criterion
2 ), 76 responses with all escaping answers (criterion 3 ), and eight
responses with identical answers (criterion 4 ).
MTurk Survey. The survey contains four open-ended questions.
• Q1/Q2/Q3: “What aspect of this profile most influenced your
ratings?”
• Q4: “Please describe the strategies you used to assess profiles.”
Criteria 1 – 4 are similarly applied to the MTurk survey with
a few changes due to the different study and question design that
is employed in each survey. Specifically, answers matching 1 are
those not referencing any factor (e.g., appearance or content) about
the social media profile for Q1–Q3, and those not describing a
behavior they use while assessing profiles for Q4. Additionally,
since valid answers are relatively shorter in the MTurk survey,
multiple answers are used together to determine whether a response
is a duplicate of another. Thus, criterion 4 is altered in the following
way: a response satisfies 4 , if it has a subset of answers that has
more than seven words and is identical to another subset of answers
(excluding the escaping answers) within the same (or in a different)
response.
For the MTurk survey, we code 81 responses with irrelevant
answers (criterion 1 ), 24 responses with answers copied from the
Internet (criterion 2 ), three responses with all escaping answers
(criterion 3 ), and eight responses with identical answers (criterion
4 ).

B

COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES

We compare valid respondents with invalid respondents using t
tests (𝛼 = 0.05). Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the results. In these tables,
“*”, “**”, and “***” represent that the 𝑝 value is less than 0.05, 0.01,
and 0.001 respectively.
Table 2: Average Response Time in Seconds in the Rust Survey.
Some survey procedures (e.g., the consent form and welcome instructions) are not included in any phases. The Rust survey contains two
pages that require participants to wait for several seconds to proceed
the survey. The first page’s wait time is two seconds. The second page
(Test16) has a wait time of five seconds.

Phase 1.1: demographics
Phase 1.2: previous experience
Phase 2: Rust knowledge
Phase 3: post session
Whole Survey
Waiting for 2 seconds
Waiting for 5 seconds

Valid
35.6±13.5
198.1±17.9
1503.1±210.6
94.3±6.2
2033.1±237.3
32.2±15.2
7.5±0.1

Invalid
44.6±3.2
230.9±15.6
476.8±33.2
65.3±4.5
1466.7±106.7
104.9±24.4
10.9±0.8

𝑝 value
0.52
0.17
***
***
*
*
***
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Table 3: Average Ratings of 10-Point Scale Questions.
In the Rust survey, we ask participants how difficult it
is to comprehend a programming error three times. The
first time is before showing participants the compiler error
messages. The second time is after showing participants
the original version of compiler error messages (v1). The
last time is after showing participants the enhanced version
of compiler error messages (v2).

Rust programming experience
All programming experience
Difficulty level (first time)
Difficulty level (second time)
Difficulty level (third time)

C

Valid
5.8±0.3
7.1±0.2
6.5±0.4
4.9±0.4
4.3±0.4

Invalid
6.1±0.1
5.4±0.1
6.5±0.1
6.8±0.1
6.8±0.1

𝑝 value
0.30
***
0.90
***
***

Table 4: Average Ratings of 21-Point Scale Questions. In
the Rust survey, we examined the effort that participants spent
during Rust program evaluation. We asked participants the six
NASA TLX questions after showing them the original compiler
error messages (v1) and after showing them the enhanced
version of compiler error messages (v2). 𝑝: 𝑝 value.

Time
Successful
Frustration
Hard
Physical
Mental

Error Message (v1)
Valid
Invalid
𝑝
7.8±0.9 13.0±0.3 ***
14.4±0.9 12.8±0.3 0.08
7.9±1.0 13.0±0.3 ***
8.5±0.9 13.1±0.3 ***
6.8±0.8 12.8±0.3 ***
9.1±0.9 12.9±0.2 ***

Error Message (v2)
Valid
Invalid
𝑝
6.9±0.8 13.1±0.2 ***
14.9±0.8 12.5±0.3 **
6.4±0.9 13.0±0.3 ***
7.7±0.8 13.2±0.3 ***
5.8±0.7 12.8±0.3 ***
8.1±0.8 13.1±0.2 ***

SURVEY QUESTIONS
b. Consistency Check (Rust Survey)

a. Attention Check (Both Surveys)

c. Consistency Check (MTurk Survey)

d. Rust Knowledge Checks

Program b1:

Program b2:

Figure 3: Survey Questions. We use the same attention check for the two surveys. We randomly choose between
Program b1 and Program b2, and only present one to each participant.

